Empty Nest

Susan Viguers
A swallow's nest mud and straw, lined with downy feathers in the porch eaves of our beach cottage.

For three weeks we watched.
At first all we could see were tiny squalling maws
a nest of opened clams
no heads or bodies

and birds sweeping in and out

Later, there was more than feeding.
One morning I saw a swallow
dart to the nest
and then fly away
carrying up and over the water a white downy feather.
He dropped it from his beak
and it lightly drifted, falling
but before it reached the waves
he glided down and caught it
and soared up and again dropped it
and again oh so gracefully circled down and snatched it from its fall
and then once more
and, then,

skimmed back to the eaves
and returned it to the nestlings.
Commotion increased when the fledglings were ready to fly.

They demanded food but their elders swooped around the nest.

Anxious aerial dances coming close but never to it.
Two fledglings tumbled from the edge and fluttered off.

Two remained squawking.

In the evening, when I checked the nest, all four were there.

Tough love, be damned.
That night there was a storm, but I didn't worry for they were safe at home.
The next morning, they were gone.
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